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Core Values

Enneagram 3s are the most driven, achievement-focused, and outwardly successful of
all types. They value efficiency and results, and being seen as winners, as they are
extremely image-conscious. They are goal-oriented and achieve what they set out to
do. When they react, they often succeed at the expense of others or may compromise
on their values and integrity. When they respond, they are motivating and inspiring,
carrying others with them to the top.

3

Core Type: The Achiever

Famous Achievers

The Growth Investor, is the most motivated, driven, and
focused of any type, and not surprisingly the most outwardly
successful, highest earner and most motivated by money of
any type.  They tend towards higher earning professions, and
rise to the top of whatever profession they choose, resulting
in greater net-worth than any other type. Their finances tend
to be measured, like the rest of their life, by the bottom line.
Growing their net worth is a benchmark of success and they
will want to approach it efficiently, and effectively and grow it
as much as possible making them - the Growth Investor.

WEALTH 360 TYPE 

SUCCESS

AMBITION

EFFICIENCY

Threes are successful, inspire success, and define their
lives by one standard: victory or defeat.

Threes are never satisfied, believing there is always more
to be done or achieved, and ambition keeps them striving.

Threes not only get the job done but do so as efficiently
and effectively as possible, while looking good doing it.

GROW WEALTH
Threes are motivated, focused, and willing to take higher
risks with their investments to grow their wealth.

ACCUMULATE WEALTH
Threes will tend towards accumulating wealth as a sign of
success & security.

Money is motivating to a 3, providing a benchmark to
measure their success, influence and impact.

Core Financial Values

Alternative Names

MOTIVATED BY WEALTH

Growth Investors

 High-Net Worth Investor
 Aggressive Investor
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